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Abstract
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning offer enormous potential for applications in the digitization
and digital curation of cultural heritage. But cultural heritage institutions have also produced large
amounts of digital data that can be suitable to improve AI methods and models. At the same time
there are problems and issues with data used in AI industry and research, which frequently lack quality
curation and introduce or reinforce biases. What are the main obstacles for reuse of digitized cultural
heritage as data for AI, and what can libraries with their quality awareness and long established practices
and competencies of curation contribute to the field of AI?
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1. Introduction
Methods and models from the fields of artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI) promise
enormous potential for the (semi-)automated curation of digitized cultural heritage in libraries,
archives, and museums, as well as for the computational analysis of cultural heritage data such
as in the digital humanities. Some examples from digital libraries that illustrate the possibilities
include text recognition (OCR) for historical printed documents [1] and even handwriting [2],
where AI is now enabling the near-perfect recognition of text from historical documents that
were previously highly problematic; new search and browse functionalities resulting from
image detection, classification and similarity analysis in digitized cultural heritage sources
with the help of AI [3], [4]; the refinement of unstructured text with methods from Natural
Language Processing (NLP) such as Named Entity Recognition (NER) and Entity Linking (EL)
[5], which e.g. allow for an easier enrichment and contextualization of digitized content through
knowledge bases and also opens up new ways for searching and browsing (e.g. by name or
place) - but also more traditional library tasks like subject indexing can benefit, such as by gains
in efficiency and quality through recommendations and normalizations generated by AI [6], [7].
Increasingly, projects like Qurator [8] or Living with Machines [9] are demonstrating what is
already achievable with AI in the area of cultural heritage digitization and analysis, semantic
enrichment, and digital curation, even when working with complex and messy historical sources.
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2. Background
For the training, fine-tuning, and evaluation of AI methods and models, suitably large-scale
data are a necessary precondition. However, digital and freely reusable datasets of relevant size,
quality and diversity, especially for the historical and culture domain, are still sparse. Here,
digitized cultural heritage can potentially help to fill a current gap. But it is important to ensure
that the cultural heritage collections (and their metadata) that are being digitized are also made
available in the appropriate ways for use in the further development of AI technologies, with
appropriate documentation, and on platforms suitable for this purpose. Making cultural heritage
collection available in ways suitable for the AI community can in turn trigger new offerings
also for those who do not themselves participate directly in AI.
Another important factor in the provision of digitized cultural heritage for AI research (and
beyond) is the responsible curation of such data. The ongoing documentation, contextualization
and, when necessary, updating and versioning is a desideratum of many datasets currently
widely used in AI research; on the other hand, libraries in particular have the competencies
and established processes for curation and a high level of quality awareness in this regard.
This curation should also extend to include awareness for the identification and appropriate
treatment of problematic content in cultural heritage collections with regard not only to quality
or copyright, but ethical and social biases and issues in the data. This can lead to enrichments
and better descriptions of the holdings which are also useful in other contexts.
To allow the widest possible use in AI development, digitized cultural heritage collections
must be openly licensed. In section 5 a use case and example are discussed to illustrate how
copyright and legal limitations, but especially ambiguities and uncertainties when dealing with
rights and the (re-) distribution of digitized cultural heritage still present considerable barriers
and obstacles for the increased uptake of cultural heritage data in AI.

3. Digitized Cultural Heritage for AI: Collections as Data
Most AI models have in common that they are trained using contemporary data sources and thus,
for their adaptation and optimization for the cultural heritage domain, where predominantly
historical data is being digitized (due to copyright), considerable amounts of suitable data are
needed in order to train or fine-tune a given model for the domain. Ground truth data is typically
created by manual transcription or annotation, but requires time, care and effort to produce.
Crowd-sourcing can sometimes help create substantial amounts of ground truth data [10]. Such
user input can then also be used to e.g. adaptively train an OCR algorithm [11]. Besides ground
truth, also the noisy OCR of digitized historical collections can be very useful, e.g. for training
large language models [12]. Open data from digitized cultural heritage can apparently make a
valuable contribution here. What are the reasons why digitized cultural heritage data has so far
only been used in isolated cases in the research and development of AI?
Libraries usually publish their digitized collections in online portals for discovery, with the
option to search and browse either by metadata or (when available) full-text by keyword search.
Thanks to new developments like the International Image Interoperability Framework (IIIF)1 ,
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standardized ways to distribute and harvest digitized cultural heritage via API are becoming
more commonly available.
But APIs alone are not sufficient. Simple download dumps are often more useful to quickly
explore what is being offered, without the need to learn or utilize an API. A good example
from the cultural heritage sector are the downloadable ”packs” by the National Library of
Luxembourg2 . Packs of different sizes (from a small sample pack of a few GB to very large
packs with hundreds of GB), various manifestations of the data (metadata, text only, structured
markup) are provided.
Furthermore, while libraries typically publish data in formats that are de-facto standards in
the digital library world, such as e.g. XML-based family of formats METS3 /MODS4 /ALTO5 ,
this considerably raises the barrier for reuse of this data in other domains. In contrast, most
developers in AI will be more happy to work with formats like CSV or JSON, where numerous
software libraries are available to process these further with. When libraries are unable to
distribute their data in multiple ways, there should be clear documentation on the formats
and how they are used and ideally information or links to technical resources that allow
transformation into other formats in a straightforward and reproducible way.
How digitized cultural heritage data can be made more suitable for computational research
and use in AI was a central part of the investigations in the Collections as Data project [13]. The
project produced 10 recommendations in the ”Santa Barbara Statement”6 for guiding cultural
heritage institutions in lowering barriers and encouraging wider computational use of their data,
but also asks for commitments to improve ethics and transparency with clear responsibilities
for data stewardship. In ”50 Things”, a list with simple and practical measures to create easily
consumable and machine-readable data from digitized cultural heritage is provided, alongside
with concrete examples to improve documentation and contextualization of cultural heritage
data in such a way that they are more attractive and adequate for computational use. The
perspectives of collections as data have found wide appreciation in the sector and been adopted
by various libraries in the US and also Europe [14].
At the same time, comprehensive reports on AI and machine learning in libraries have been
produced in the US [15] and Europe [16], converging on the view that both, great possibilities,
but also significant challenges lie in the increased use of AI in cultural heritage, and that
there is a need to identify best practices that include responsible curation to fully leverage
the possibilities. Cultural heritage organizations more active in AI have started to loosely
organize in the international AI4LAM7 community. A growing number of publications is now
focusing on the specific context of AI and its applications in cultural heritage, such as a recent
introduction for cultural heritage practitioners for supporting, participating in and undertaking
machine learning-based activities [17], an overview and review of AI training resources from
cultural heritage and recommendations for future work in this area [18], or a practical checklist
for practitioners in libraries that are embarking on machine learning [19].
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In summary, there is a clear momentum for AI in libraries, but it is also still in its infancy. To
unlock the possibilities, libraries can not just rely on the fast progress in AI research, but in
order to fully benefit from it, need to invest into more suitable ways to share their data, and
into digital curation with a considerably broader scope of use, and responsibilities with regard
to managing ethical issues and biases in data.

4. Issues and Biases in AI: models, datasets and collections
Issues and biases in AI models have gained more attention in recent years, with especially artists
providing some compelling and revealing illustrations of problems relating to the quality and
the lack of proper curation of the source data used to train AI models.
For example, in December 2020 the VGG-Face2 dataset [20], which is widely used in facial
recognition and its applications, was un-published after it became known that images from
Flickr were used without observing the legal requirements or the consent of the persons depicted.
Artist Adam Harvey has critically examined ethically problematic facial recognition datasets in
his work since 2019 and has created a website that allows every Flickr user to check if their
images were used in several widely used facial recognition datasets.8
Another artist work that critically engages with AI was presented by Kate Crawford and
Trevor Paglen [21] who used ImageNet [22], a dataset commonly used for image classification,
as the basis for ”ImageNet Roulette”, a website where visitors could have their own images
classified on the basis of ImageNet - and then often found themselves confronted with statements
by the AI with strongly negative connotations.
From the side of industry research on AI ethics, recommendations for ethically sound and
transparent standards for publishing datasets [23] and AI models [24] have been proposed,
alongside the critique of e.g. large language models [25]. This development also includes calls
for more ”accountable” curation, as is the practice in cultural institutions [26]. From critical
surveys of recent issues pertaining to data in machine learning [27], to critical dataset studies
[28], investigations into the power dynamics of image data annotation [29], and shifting the
arguments for and against data curation to the question of how much we want to invest into it
[30], more perspectives and challenges with data and AI are being exposed.
Within the domains of cultural heritage and digital humanities, this has also led to an increased
awareness and several studies such as to determine what ethical issues arise in cultural heritage
digitization and how they affect the ways decisions are taken and processes are organized [31],
towards the identification of contentious terms and concepts in digitized newspapers [32], on
the revelation of politics and biases in the digitization of newspaper collections [33], to examine
core concepts in machine learning, generalization and unstructured data, in comparison to
library practices for managing bias [34], or describing ethics scenarios of AI which have been
developed specifically for information professionals [35]. While the overall landscape for AI in
libraries still remains complex and partially unclear [36], finding adequate ways to deal with
questions related to ethical AI clearly has to become an integral part in this endeavour.
With larger AI models, access to more computation often also equals better performance.
Questions arise such as who has this power and who doesn’t. Data Feminism [37] offers
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valuable insights about data science and data ethics, and The Trouble With Big Data [38] opens
up perspectives on data through the lens of culture rather than social, political or economic
trends. Including these critical views on data and AI from the domain of culture and humanities
into the development and use of AI is essential to its further benefit, and cultural heritage
institutions can make an important contribution.
In order to respond to some of these challenges, for the AI project Mensch.Maschine.Kultur 9
at SBB, a full position has been allocated to investigating and documenting the requirements
for publication of digitized cultural heritage data for use in AI and research. Guidelines for
the responsible curation of digitized cultural heritage data with a particular focus on the
identification and treatment of ethical, legal and social aspects will be created. For part of
the work on AI for subject classification, a complementary ethical audit will be performed by
external experts using Ethical Foresight Analysis [39].

5. Reusing Cultural Heritage Data for AI: a legal gray area?
Given that cultural heritage is made available as data suitable for immediate use in AI, and supported with digital curation that cares about transparency and ethical issues, there nevertheless
sometimes remain legal obstacles for the uptake of cultural heritage as data in AI.
Despite comprehensive legal frameworks for digitization of cultural heritage, there are still
several legal ambiguities when it comes to the reuse and redistribution of digitized cultural
heritage in AI contexts. For example, the release of a dataset is legally considered a publication
and thereby can also be considered a from of re-distribution of the source used to produce
it. But cultural heritage institutions often shy away from the complexity of assessing if and
what legal implication such re-distribution can mean for them. There are e.g. concerns about
the (commercial) duplication of data offerings and services, or institutions are restricted by
contractual obligations to publishers, service providers or digitization project partners.
But there are also open questions on simple practical issues, such as to what extent the
publication of only parts of the source data or of derivatives created from it are affected by
licensing conditions. It is unclear for example, how to proceed after the preparation of a new
dataset in the form of annotations or transcriptions for segments of the source data with a view
on the subsequent distribution of that newly created dataset. In this respect, there is still a lack
of clear guidance and recommendations to assist the creators of such datasets in determining
suitable licenses and their reuse options. Even considerably open licenses such as the Creative
Commons Attribution NonCommercial ShareAlike License, which is widely used by cultural
institutions, can restrict reuse and distribution of digitized cultural heritage. For example, if
advertising is also placed on the same website where a dataset is made available, this can legally
be considered a form of commercial redistribution that would be prohibited by that license.
Accordingly, the legal requirements for reuse of cultural heritage in AI are still largely a gray
area and often have limited applicability to the specific case. Consider, for example, the case of
the creation of a ground truth dataset for OCR based on digitized cultural heritage from libraries
which reuses data produced in the context of Google Books public-private-partnerships [40].
In principle, written permission must be obtained from Google for any use of such digitized
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material, including non-commercial use, and only the distribution of the scans on the websites
of the library partner is directly approved. Thus, whoever wants to reuse these data to create
new datasets and accordingly distribute them, must either restrict their own dataset to only
include data from institutions that explicitly permit such re-distribution, or which grant bilateral
exemptions, or find creative alternatives to indirect distribution - such as e.g. by listing only the
URL of the digitized material at the providing institution instead of attaching the actual data.
This however creates unnecessary obstacles for further engagement with these resources.
Similarly, the authors of the dataset GT4HistOCR [41], that has been derived by transcriptions
of lines from historical books taken from the Internet Archive, have chosen to partially randomize
the order of the text lines in their dataset in order to prevent complete works from being
reconstructed from the individual lines. Such ”anticipatory” practice in turn creates hurdles
for reuse and makes it more difficult to transparently track and evaluate the provenance of a
dataset, which is especially relevant in scientific contexts, e.g. for replicability.
Even established and commonly used licenses for cultural data can only be applied to a
limited extent to the use and redistribution in the context of AI, or cover this only incompletely.
Cultural heritage institutions and those who want to reuse cultural heritage data need better
legal guidelines and support for common reuse scenarios.

6. Summary and Outlook
In summary, it can be said that while AI offers great potential for applications in the cultural
sector, at the same time there are still many unsolved challenges relating to the ways in which
data is distributed, and also uncertainties and legal gray areas preventing wider distribution
and reuse of cultural heritage as data for AI.
On the one hand, cultural heritage institutions need to create fundamentally better and more
suitable ways for the publication and redistribution of cultural heritage as data. And they also
need to invest into responsible digital curation and data stewardship to provide data that is not
only useful for AI, but also as aware of ethical issues and biases as possible.
On the other hand, cultural heritage institutions with their extensive and diverse digital
collections and their quality awareness and established standards and processes for curation,
can create good examples of open and well-documented datasets, supported by commitments
to digital curation that cares about quality, transparency and awareness for biases, from which
ultimately the development and use of AI in science and industry as well as society as a whole
can benefit.
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